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We live in an increasingly consumer-driven world. And we are all consumers of healthcare. Yet most aspects of healthcare delivery have been designed with a key focus on the needs of the provider, rather than the consumer who uses the health services. This is clearly an area that is ripe for change.

In addition, our efforts to improve the health system face many other challenges: we have a fragmented health system on many levels including between primary, acute and aged care; between states, territories and the Commonwealth; and between public and private systems. The growing complexity of supporting people affected by chronic diseases, and the greater focus on treating the effects of disease rather than the causes, further compounds the challenges faced by people using health services.

There is a need for a connected, integrated system that can be easily navigated by consumers, as well as by health professionals and carers, and where consumers have a voice and meaningful involvement in their own healthcare.

On 31 March 2016, The George Institute for Global Health and the Consumers Health Forum of Australia, jointly hosted a Breakfast Forum and Special Policy Roundtable to discuss the importance of innovation in creating a consumer-centred healthcare system. The Breakfast Forum attendees, which included a range of experts from health and other industry sectors, were encouraged to tweet their views and questions using the hashtag #innovatehealth. Tweets featured in this report are key reflections from the Breakfast Forum attendees and are not the views of those who contributed to this policy paper.

The aim of the Roundtable was to generate new thinking around potential innovations in healthcare to drive improvement and to formulate a set of consumer-focussed policy recommendations that might underpin these changes.

Four overarching questions were asked of participants:

• How do we empower consumers and communities to be informed and actively involved in their healthcare and the healthcare system?
• How do we enable and support consumer-centred professional practice?
• How do we enable services and providers to change?
• How do we create the right policy, infrastructure and incentive platforms to drive change and support consumer-centred care?

The Roundtable took place in Sydney with over 35 experts, consumer advocates and groups, and stakeholders from across the health sector, community, academia and industry. This report provides a series of key recommendations for change, as well as a summary of key discussion points.
1. Develop a National Vision for Australia’s Health 2025 through the Council of Australian Governments (COAG), that describes and commits to the principles of consumer-centred healthcare

2. Involve consumers in governance arrangements throughout all levels of healthcare and research

3. Invest in empowering consumers to become more involved in healthcare design and delivery, and self-management of their health

4. Define consumer-centred professional practice as a core healthcare professional competency across all levels of healthcare education, to grow skills in working with patients and as part of multidisciplinary teams

5. Ensure that consumer experience drives the health system by routinely measuring and benchmarking patient experiences and outcomes across the health system, and making this information publicly available to allow informed decision-making

6. Enable innovation in healthcare while ensuring new approaches are evidence-based, developed collaboratively and ‘fit for purpose’

7. Adjust drivers to create the right policy, infrastructure and incentive platforms to drive change and support consumer-centred care

8. Develop a change management strategy to facilitate the implementation of a consumer-centred health system
The increasing number of people affected by complex and chronic diseases, combined with an ageing population, are imposing increasing demands on our healthcare system. The precursors of many common diseases—poor dietary and other lifestyle behaviours including low rates of physical activity are well established—yet there is a continued focus on management once the condition is established rather than a whole of life approach to ‘maintaining health’. The healthcare system tends to be focused on elements that are not always the most important to the people using the system—the consumers. It is also generally designed for the convenience of healthcare providers rather than consumers, based on what is now an outdated model of service provision.

While other industries such as banking, telecommunications and commerce have undergone a digital revolution that focuses on the experience of the user, this has not been the case in health. Nevertheless, it is recognised that health is in many ways different to other sectors and that the role of person-to-person contact is always going to be paramount. The challenge is to integrate technology in the best way to provide a platform for more efficient, accessible, personalised, and easy to navigate healthcare.

Our health system is complex and often disconnected across primary, acute and aged care, with outdated models of care making it hard to navigate for users and providers. Affordability is also a key consideration—Australia currently spends $154 billion per year across the healthcare system and the health spending per person is predicted to double by 2055.

It is clear more of the same is not an option, yet solutions need to be sustainable for the long term. We urgently need new and innovative ways of thinking about healthcare and how we ensure precious health resources and dollars are effectively and efficiently utilised, methods that ensure the patient comes first; that address the disparities in access to healthcare profoundly impacting the most disadvantaged groups across Australia.

As we look towards the 21st century, innovation is appropriately central to the agenda across all parts of government in Australia, and in most sectors including health, industry and trade. This drive to innovation offers an opportunity to build on Australia’s existing world-class tradition of health and medical breakthroughs, but also recognises it is time for change when it comes to addressing our biggest health system challenges.

Australia has a unique opportunity to leverage this culture of innovation to improve the focus, safety, quality, accessibility and affordability of healthcare, in order to ensure better health outcomes for all Australians. Innovation is key to creating a consumer-centred health system—from stepped and incremental, to disruptive and transformative change; from new models of service delivery to the application of new technologies; from new ways of thinking about the role of consumers, to new ways of paying for healthcare.

When we apply the innovation lens to our health system, the first question is what a consumer-centred healthcare system might look like in Australia. In parallel, it is crucial to consider the innovations needed to create such a system.
Towards consumer-centred care in Australia

Globally, shifts are beginning to occur in the way we view consumers of health services. No longer seen as passive recipients of care, people are increasingly becoming active participants in their health management and outcomes. They can do this by making decisions about the health services they use, the treatments they choose to accept or reject, and/or by managing their own day-to-day care.

Healthcare consumers are increasingly seen as ‘makers and shapers’ rather than ‘users and choosers’ of health and human services. The system is the beneficiary of this as this approach to consumers as partners in care delivers better, more cost effective and efficient healthcare.

To develop a framework for how this might happen in Australia, The George Institute for Global Health and the Consumers Health Forum of Australia partnered on a Special Policy Roundtable held in Sydney on 31 March 2016. Involving over 35 consumers, advocates, and health experts from a range of backgrounds, and representing key stakeholders (see list at end of report), these individuals developed the themes crystallised as recommendations in this report, based on the principles of consumer-centred care.

The following four interdependent principles, provided a consumer-centred framework for the Roundtable discussion. Looking ahead, these provide key questions to be asked throughout the process of creating a health system that can adapt to diverse consumer needs and the growing burden of chronic and complex conditions in Australia, and to guide systematic change across all levels of the health system. The principles are:

- Empower people and communities to be informed and actively involved in their healthcare and the healthcare system and actively participate in setting priorities for research, healthcare delivery and funding;
- Support consumer-centred professional practice, including working with people, and in multidisciplinary teams;
- Enable services and providers to change;
- Create the right policy, infrastructure and incentive platforms to drive change and support consumer-centred care.

Seven principles of consumer-centred care

- Accessible and affordable care.
- Appropriate care that meets the needs and preferences of individuals, that is evidence based, high quality and safe.
- Whole of person care that takes into account people’s lives and personal and cultural values; that is inclusive of carers and family.
- Coordinated and comprehensive care that provides multidisciplinary care and facilitates continuity across the different levels of the healthcare system.
- Trust and respect at all times, including timely and efficient complaint resolution processes.
- Support to enable informed decision-making including access to clear and understandable information about treatment options, risks and costs.
- Meaningful involvement of people at all levels of planning, system design, service development and in key governance structures to ensure sustainability.

Throughout this report, consumers are defined as people who use or are potential users of healthcare services. They refer to patients, families, carers, friends and other support people as defined by the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Healthcare. For consistency purposes, this terminology is used through this report.

Putting the consumer first
There is widespread consensus that our health system in Australia, and those in many other parts of the world, are not sustainable in their current form. Costs have increased in line with growing demand and complexity—the sustainability challenges are great, especially in light of the growing rates of multiple chronic and complex conditions and an ageing population.

The Australian Government has embarked on a broad reform of the healthcare system and has acknowledged that such reforms must reflect the needs of modern Australia and put the consumer first. These are anticipated to usher in new models of care with new and more effective ways of doing things. This is particularly true for people with chronic and complex conditions, where there are disparities in access to care such as rural and remote Australia, and where the burden of disease and injury is greatest.

Underpinning these reforms is the recognition that there is considerable scope for improvement through better co-ordination of care, increasing efficiency and reducing waste, and by moving to a consumer-centred service model in which the needs of the patient are central—rather than those of the provider. The proposed reforms assume goals of a system wide cultural change to embrace better data collection, analysis and reporting to aid strategic thinking and planning.

Reforms underway in Australia

There is widespread consensus that our health system in Australia, and those in many other parts of the world, are not sustainable in their current form. Costs have increased in line with growing demand and complexity—the sustainability challenges are great, especially in light of the growing rates of multiple chronic and complex conditions and an ageing population.

The Australian Government has embarked on a broad reform of the healthcare system and has acknowledged that such reforms must reflect the needs of modern Australia and put the consumer first. These are anticipated to usher in new models of care with new and more effective ways of doing things. This is particularly true for people with chronic and complex conditions, where there are disparities in access to care such as rural and remote Australia, and where the burden of disease and injury is greatest.

Underpinning these reforms is the recognition that there is considerable scope for improvement through better co-ordination of care, increasing efficiency and reducing waste, and by moving to a consumer-centred service model in which the needs of the patient are central—rather than those of the provider. The proposed reforms assume goals of a system wide cultural change to embrace better data collection, analysis and reporting to aid strategic thinking and planning.

Government-led initiatives

- **The Medicare Benefits Schedule Taskforce**: to consider how services can be aligned with contemporary clinical evidence and improve health outcomes for patients.
- **Private Health Insurance Review**.
- An independent panel investigating **Pharmacy Regulation and Remuneration** with a focus on the future arrangements for funding community pharmacy.
- **The Primary Healthcare Advisory Group** examining primary healthcare reform and how to provide better care for people with chronic and complex conditions. On the day of the Roundtable, the Federal Government announced a pilot to test a model of patient-centred healthcare homes through 200 general practices across Australia.
- Ground breaking shifts to **consumer-directed care in disability and aged care services** including personally controlled budgets.
- Regional trials of the **National Disability Insurance Scheme** with regards to eligibility to receive financial assistance to purchase relevant services.
- The implementation in 2016 of the Government’s response to the **National Review of Services** conducted in 2014 by the Mental Health Commission.
- **The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Healthcare** has developed and implemented National Safety and Quality Health Service Standards, which are required for hospitals to be accredited. **Partnering with Consumers** is an overarching standard.
- Establishment of the **Australian Digital Health Agency** to oversee and coordinate digital health policy and implementation.
- Establishment of **Primary Health Networks**.
The recommendations stemming from the Roundtable take account of the consumer-centred framework outlined on page 5, and the challenges that were identified as preventing progress towards a consumer-centred health system in Australia. These recommendations range from longer-term and transformative changes requiring planned and adaptive change, to areas of ‘low hanging fruit’ where pragmatic change can be implemented immediately. They also capture three dimensions where an essential shift is required to ensure consumers are at the centre of reform:

- From national to local
- From service silos to systems
- From institutions to people and places

**Vision & Governance**

Many components of the healthcare system recognise the value of involving the end-user in a number of aspects, but the approach, breadth and depth of consumer involvement varies widely in ambition, consistency and implementation. In addition, individual organisations have limited capacity to explore and implement best-practice approaches to consumer engagement in their activities. A whole-of-government approach and overarching framework, supported by appropriate governance structures, is necessary to ensure comprehensive uptake of consumer involvement across primary care, hospitals, prevention and research.

**Recommendation 1: Develop a National Vision for Australia’s Health 2025 through the Council of Australian Governments (COAG), that describes and commits to the principles of consumer-centred healthcare.**

- Governments should acknowledge that a healthy community has an impact on our wellbeing and health, human service system sustainability and effectiveness, but also national productivity, and articulate a National Vision for Australia’s Health 2025 through COAG.
- A National Vision would set the principles of, and provide a framework for, the development of the healthcare system in Australia. A key aspect of this should be recognising the central role of consumers in all aspects of the healthcare system. In addition, this process should outline practical elements of how such an approach should be implemented.
- As part of this process, Primary Health Networks (PHNs) and Local Health Districts/Networks (LHDs) should work with local clinicians, communities and consumers to set a vision for a regional health system. This will ensure that services, providers and consumers have a stake in ensuring the vision is realised, are committed to taking action towards it and, most importantly, holding the PHNs and LHDs to account for its delivery.
- This combination of a national and regional approach should facilitate broad and joint ownership of responsibility for ensuring appropriate consumer involvement in healthcare design and delivery.

**Recommendation 2: Involve consumers in governance arrangements of all levels of healthcare and research.**

- Healthcare organisations, particularly Primary Health Networks (PHNs) and Local Hospital Districts/Networks, commonly create governance arrangements that ensure capable and well-resourced consumers are meaningfully involved in the co-creation of healthcare systems and services to ensure local needs are met. This should be mandated, and consumers must be supported to inform and participate in all phases of PHN commissioning functions. This is particularly important for new initiatives, such as the newly announced implementation and evaluation of Healthcare Home demonstrator sites. Consumers should be involved in co-designing both the national implementation framework for Healthcare Homes, as well as local implementation plans.
- Research funders and grant givers also mandate inclusion of people, patients and communities in their governance structures, decision-making processes and individual project design and implementation as a condition of ethics and funding approval. The National Health & Medical Research Council (NHMRC) should take a leadership role and work with the consumer representative organisations and the research community to convert its existing Consumer Engagement Framework into a joint statement supported by an implementation strategy to ensure people, patients and communities are included as co-creators of research.
Key recommendations continued

Consumer Empowerment

A key challenge in the development and implementation of a health system that has appropriate consumer engagement is the development of appropriate skills for consumers and health professionals to enable effective involvement. On the one hand, consumers involved in Boards, Committees and other oversight and support groups in health may find it challenging to fully participate in discussions and decision-making in the presence of diverse information, as compared with healthcare professionals involved in these bodies. On the other, healthcare professionals may not be skilled in consumer-centred care and effective engagement of consumers in this capacity.

In addition, consumers wishing to have greater involvement in their own healthcare often find it challenging to do so, and would benefit from having additional support and training. Technological developments over recent years offer a great opportunity to do this in an effective, systematic and co-ordinated fashion.

Recommendation 3: Invest in empowering consumers to become more involved in healthcare design and delivery, and self-management of their health.

• Government, PHNs and professional colleges should implement consumer health leadership development programmes. People need to be encouraged to be leaders and be trained to build this capacity so they can take up leadership roles in policy development, health technology assessment and programme development.

• Healthcare funders should also prioritise the development of patient self-management and education programs, tailored to suit an individual’s health literacy and activation levels. The development of expert patient groups, and peer support groups for patients and carers to enable people will also help people better manage their long-term conditions. This includes ensuring those who are most vulnerable or who may have lower levels of health literacy receiving appropriate support to ‘navigate the system’ using care coordinators.

• In areas such as disability care, and in other countries, approaches that allow consumers with chronic conditions to purchase packages of care are being explored. The results of these approaches should be carefully assessed, to understand whether they may help to improve healthcare system user experiences and outcomes.

• An individual’s access to his/her own health information is a key element that will facilitate engagement in care. Electronic Health Records are already being developed and should be enhanced to allow them to be accessed by consumers to better understand their health status, for example using third-party tools. The Australian Digital Health Agency is key to this and should design, champion and support uptake of a personalised electronic record system that supports multidisciplinary team care practices, communication of shared health information between providers and patients, and that fits with current system architecture. The consumer community must be actively engaged as partners by the Agency in the design, application and use of this system. Further, national standards and frameworks should support consumer centric information to be accessible, transferable and connected across providers.

Education

Clinicians engage with consumers of the health system on a daily basis, but their attitudes to the involvement of consumers in design and decision-making vary widely. While many healthcare professionals are already highly engaged with consumers and have a deep and innate understanding of mechanisms of engagement, this is not universal. The behaviour and attitudes of healthcare professionals are shaped by their training and their continuing professional development. Growing skills in the ability to work with patients and in multidisciplinary teams is critical for provision of integrated, consumer-centred care especially for people with multiple conditions. Delivering consumer-centred care requires skill particularly within community settings.
Recommendation 4. Define consumer-centred professional practice as a core healthcare professional competency across all levels of healthcare education, to grow skills in working with patients and as part of multidisciplinary teams.

- Professional education bodies for healthcare professionals should incorporate consumer-centred competencies in curriculum at all levels from undergraduate to continuing professional development, including the participation of consumers in the design and delivery of relevant components of the curriculum. This will ensure that healthcare professionals learn how to engage in shared decision-making and tailoring care to reflect varying levels of health literacy, patient expectation and support needs and that this becomes engrained in routine practice.

- Professional, education and standard setting bodies should also ensure that clinical practice guidelines reinforce consumer-centred care, and should develop toolkits and education programmes for healthcare professionals that aid in explaining treatment risks and benefits to consumers, particularly in the presence of multi-morbidities.

- Government, private health insurers, professional colleges and PHNs should also collaborate with developers of health apps and other digital platforms, and invest in programs that will support healthcare professionals to learn and embrace new technologies. This will ensure they are better placed to advise consumers during shared decision-making and planning.

Transparency

A key element of a consumer-focused health system is a focus on quality of outcomes and shared decision-making. This can only be achieved if the system collects appropriate data regarding metrics, and these are made available to consumers. While much data is collected about key outcomes including mortality, morbidity, complications, adverse events and costs, these are not made available to consumers in a fashion that allows outcomes to be appropriately incorporated in health choices. In addition, outcomes important to the consumer, such as patient reported outcomes and patient experience, are often not collected let alone used to support informed health choices.

Recommendation 5. Ensure that consumer experience drives the health system by routinely measuring and benchmarking patient experiences and outcomes across the health system, and making this information publically available to allow informed decision-making.

- Given National Health Service achievements in England, and as reported by the NSW Agency for Clinical Innovation, where patients provide direct feedback on their care, healthcare funders and regulators should require healthcare providers to collect Patient Reported Experience Measures (PREMs) and Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs), and utilise the results to drive consumer-centred quality improvement at all levels—frontline, regionally and nationally.

- Government, private funders and providers can make transparent and accessible information about the quality, performance and costs of health services, both public and private. This should include patient reported outcomes and experience measures, along with appropriately adjusted mortality, morbidity, complication and adverse event rates. This will ensure that there is better information balance, that consumers have greater knowledge and certainty about the market, and can make better informed choices about their healthcare options.

- Quality improvement activities by healthcare organisations and clinicians should involve consumers at all levels ranging from their involvement in setting standards and accreditation, to the use of patient experience insights and data in continuous improvement processes. This will ensure that quality improvement is taken beyond the realm of compliance to focus more strongly on using data, peer review and consumer insights to drive service improvement and innovation.
There are an increasing number of healthcare innovations which promise more efficient care, however many of these are incremental rather than transformative. Many innovative approaches harness technology including telemedicine, electronic decision support, consumer portals and smartphone apps, and have consumer interests in mind. However, these innovations are commonly developed in isolation, without strong evidence to support their effectiveness or acceptability, and without a good understanding of where they will ‘fit’ in the system. The current system also focuses on physician-based care, which ignores the potential of a wider health workforce to deliver effective care to prevent and manage chronic disease.

Systemic barriers to the testing and implementation of novel approaches to healthcare are also common across the health system. If service providers are to strengthen and improve the extent to which they are delivering consumer-centred care, as well play a lead role in innovative consumer-centred care delivery, a supportive environment must first exist and barriers to change be broken down.

**Recommendation 6. Enable innovation in healthcare while ensuring new approaches are evidence-based, developed collaboratively and ‘fit for purpose.’**

- Consumers, industry, government and researchers should work collaboratively to develop, test and scale-up proven innovative initiatives that address current challenges in healthcare.
- New models of care, including those assisted by digital technology or provided by alternative healthcare workers, should be encouraged, and barriers (legislative, regulatory, financial and operational) removed. It is important that any innovations are carefully assessed, to ensure that they are supported by robust evidence in a process analogous to that through which new drugs are evaluated, with appropriately rigorous assessment of their safety, effectiveness, acceptability, affordability and sustainability.
- Funding models and information systems should seek to consider and capitalise on the wider health workforce, including patients themselves, their carers as well as social care workers, pharmacists, allied health workers and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health workers as a potential means of delivering effective care with appropriate support. This is especially the case where access to General Practitioners and specialist services is limited.
- Innovations in healthcare delivery such as the recently announced Healthcare Home demonstrator sites, should explore how the delivery of care in non-clinical settings and how the existing workforce, particularly specialist care providers and social care providers, can be integrated in new and innovative ways in Healthcare Home models in consultation with stakeholders and peak bodies. New forms of vertical and horizontal integrated care will ensure more effective ‘wrap around’, comprehensive consumer-centred services.

**Creating Change**

New models of care supported by robust evidence, appropriate funding models, information and data, workforce, emergent workforce, and ways to deploy the existing health and social care workforce in new configurations are required.

Changes to policy settings and structural change are therefore needed to shift thinking and create a new vision. In today’s digital world, we must prioritise the development of information systems and digital technology to enable the sharing of information across organisational and professional boundaries, and to support consumers to access services and engage in self-care. Change can also be enabled through quality leadership and governance.

**Recommendation 7. Adjust drivers to create the right policy, infrastructure and incentive platforms to drive change and support consumer-centred care.**

- Health funders should redesign reimbursement to health providers to prioritise consumer-centred care, including those based on patient-centric performance measurement and facilitating effective, outcome-based care.
- Governments could take this further by creating financial instruments such as social impact bonds that are a means of implementing...
Change Management

The recommendations outlined above are ambitious and are intended to strengthen and build on the best of Australia’s healthcare system in order to ensure that it is fit-for-purpose and responsive to the needs, preferences and expectations of 21st century healthcare consumers. They call for national leadership to set an enabling health and human service policy framework, regional leadership at the local health economy level and an investment in healthcare innovation through collaborations between the public and private domains of the system. Importantly, they recognise that change must be driven ‘top down’ as well as ‘bottom up’, that some change will be longer-term and transformational, whereas other change can be acted upon relatively quickly.

Our recommendations acknowledge the fundamental role to be played by clinical leaders and consumers themselves in driving and sustaining system improvement and transformation through shifts in attitudes, cultures and practices. As regional ‘system stewards’ charged with transforming primary healthcare and fostering system integration, PHNs and LHDs have roles that go beyond service commissioning. They have a fundamental role in working together to support and coordinate such leadership at the regional level, bridging the private and public sectors and better integrating the primary, specialist and social care systems. They will need change management expertise and capacity themselves. Implementation will require intensive and sustained activity to achieve a change in the culture, design and operation of the current health system. This will be challenging and will need ongoing oversight, development and resourcing.

Recommendation 8. Develop a change management strategy to facilitate the implementation of a consumer-centred health system.

• Successful implementation of the strategy outlined above will need strong leadership, oversight and resourcing. Responsibility for this will need to be vested in suitable national bodies which take responsibility to work in partnership to oversee implementation and make available appropriate expertise, tools, education, training and resources.
• Primary Health Networks will need resourcing to fulfil their change leadership and system stewardship roles. This could include access to a performance and innovation funding pool to accelerate regional healthcare innovation and integration and access to a national innovation portal for sharing best practice and translating knowledge.
• Fit-for-purpose programmes should be developed nationally and rolled out regionally to equip both clinicians and consumers with the leadership and change management skills required to drive transformational change and consumer-centred improvement and innovation initiatives.
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The recommendations in this report provide a blueprint for reform and a guiding framework for involvement of the consumer in the health system of the future.

We first need a national vision—one that incorporates, defines, and commits to the principles of consumer-centred care. From here, how we judge, measure and take accountability for the performance of our healthcare system is critical. Traditionally this has been the extent to which it delivers better health outcomes, better experiences of care and cost-effectiveness. However, the health workforce and their professional development is an equally important part of the mix. And, foremost, underpinning the pathway to reform must be a deep and systematic understanding of what matters to consumers and consumer empowerment and engagement.

It must also be recognised that implementing the recommendations in this report will require adequate budget allocation and resourcing by the various stakeholders. However, these investments are critical, if we are to realise the improvements in safety, quality, effectiveness and efficiency of care when delivered, designed and evaluated in partnership with consumers.

The Roundtable discussion and this report mark the beginning of a conversation that we believe is crucial to continue.

It is time to change the way we view consumers; less as ‘users and choosers’ and more as ‘makers and shapers’. It’s time to shift gears from a system designed by providers to one that’s consumer-centred, to accelerate healthcare innovation that creates real, disruptive and lasting whole-system changes for the benefit of all Australians. This is one of the most fundamental transitions we need to make if we are to create a truly 21st century health system in Australia.

Summary

The recommendations in this report provide a blueprint for reform and a guiding framework for involvement of the consumer in the health system of the future.

We first need a national vision—one that incorporates, defines, and commits to the principles of consumer-centred care. From here, how we judge, measure and take accountability for the performance of our healthcare system is critical. Traditionally this has been the extent to which it delivers better health outcomes, better experiences of care and cost-effectiveness. However, the health workforce and their professional development is an equally important part of the mix. And, foremost, underpinning the pathway to reform must be a deep and systematic understanding of what matters to consumers and consumer empowerment and engagement.

It must also be recognised that implementing the recommendations in this report will require adequate budget allocation and resourcing by the various stakeholders. However, these investments are critical, if we are to realise the improvements in safety, quality, effectiveness and efficiency of care when delivered, designed and evaluated in partnership with consumers.

The Roundtable discussion and this report mark the beginning of a conversation that we believe is crucial to continue.

It is time to change the way we view consumers; less as ‘users and choosers’ and more as ‘makers and shapers’. It’s time to shift gears from a system designed by providers to one that’s consumer-centred, to accelerate healthcare innovation that creates real, disruptive and lasting whole-system changes for the benefit of all Australians. This is one of the most fundamental transitions we need to make if we are to create a truly 21st century health system in Australia.
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